
Avocor interactive displays: A must-have  
tool for construction environments

Interactive displays provide a great way to view 
construction plans and other large, complex 
documents. Users can easily zoom in and out to 
view the documents in high-resolution, select and 
manipulate objects on the screen, and add notes
and measurements directly onto the plans. 

Architects, draftsman, and real estate agents can 
all benefit from using interactive displays to review 
and manipulate digital design concepts. This makes 
it easier to view and interact with construction 
plans, architectural drawings, floor plans, site plans, 
elevations, 3D modelling, AutoCAD, spreadsheets,  
and BIM files.

Those on the construction site will also benefit. 
Avocor interactive displays provide teams with the 
necessary tools and resources to collaborate in real-
time. Not only do they ensure a seamless workflow 
between in-room and remote teams, but they also 
provide a digital version of the Last Planner System. 
This allows for a more efficient planning process 
and an end-to-end solution that is easy to use and 
manage. As a result, teams can quickly and efficiently 
complete tasks to ensure a successful project.

“The use of interactive technology is fundamental to improving collaboration & communication 
across the company and supply chain. Being a large organisation we depend on technology to 
help the business function effectively. The Avocor solution achieved the highest marks in our 
evaluations, meeting all of our requirements and delivering the best cost performance option”

CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES CUSTOMER 

For more information about how Avocor  
solutions can help your collaboration journey, 
visit avocor.com

Upgrade to an 
interactive display to:
•  Enhance the planning and project management 

experience for both architects and real estate 
agents with superior glass technology that 
provides a smooth and extremely accurate,  
low-latency writing experience.

•  Make it easier to view and interact with 
construction plans, architectural drawings, 
floor plans, site plans, elevations, 3D modelling, 
AutoCAD, spreadsheets, and BIM files with a 
powerful onboard compute a more accurate  
touch experience

•  Connect both remote and in-room participants 
with intuitive collaboration technology  

Why Avocor?
•  Display sizes ranging from 27” to 105” for every 

type of requirement scenario

•  Works seamlessly with leading collaboration 
platforms, including Microsoft Teams, Zoom 
Rooms, and Google Meet

•  Very latest optimized touch technology  
and superior glass technology provide a  
smooth and extremely accurate, low-latency 
writing experience.

•  Create a sustainable and future-proof solution. 
Pair your Avocor display with an OPS-PC 
module so that if applications become more 
demanding or extensions are desired, only a 
software update needs to be carried out or  
the PC module replaced, rather than the  
entire display.

https://www.avocor.com
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